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ON THE FORMAL MODULAR INVARIANTS OF BINARY FORMS. L6Ç) 

On the formal modular invariants of binary for η is 

BY W. L. G. WILLIAMS. 

Introduction. 

A. llurwitz in a paper (■) published over twenty years ago first 
defined formal modular invariants, but lie did not prove that there 
exists any such invariant not congruent to an algebraic invariant. 
L. E. Dickson, Ο. E. Glenn, O. C. llazlett and others have added to 
our knowledge of these invariants, but little has been published on 
the invariants of forms of order greater than two. The problem to 
which this paper owes its origin is the determination of a fundamental 
system of invariants of the cubic, mod ρ, a prime; though no solution 
of this problem for any prime is to be found in the following pages, 
results obtained in considering it are now published in the hope not 
only that some interest may attach to them, but that they may to some 
slight degree contribute to a solution of this problem. 

Article I is devoted to a brief introduction to the subject and to 
three theorems, two of which are proved by a method different from 
that employed by Hurwitz in the proof of the first, a method which 
leads immediately to a proof of the third. 

In his discussion of the invariants of the binary cubic Dickson in 
his Madison Colloquium Lectures (2) has proved the existence for 
every prime greater than three of a certain invariant; when one 
examines this invariant, mod 5, one finds, as Dickson points out, that 
it is the product of two invariants of the same degree neither of which 
is the product of invariants. An examination of the case when ρ — η 
confronts one with the same circumstance and the question whether 

Ο HURWITZ, Archiv der Math. a. Phys3* série., vol. 5, 1903. 
(s) Madison Colloquium Lectures, p. 48-51. 
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matters fall out thus for every ρ greater than 5 is an interesting one-
The question is answered in the affirmative in Article II, and other 
results of kindred nature lind their place in the same article. 

If <7 is the order of a binary form and ρ a prime, it will appear that, 
unfortunately, our problem resolves itself into Φ (q) problems, Φ (<y) 
being the number of numbers less than q and prime to it, one for each 
prime value of r when ρ is expressed in the form qui 4- /* (/''<!</)· 
Thus when q = 2 there is but one problem (') since all odd primes 
arc of the form 1 m 4- 1, and this is one of the circumstances which 
have made the determination of a fundamental system of invariants 
less difficult for the quadratic than for forms of higher order. 

In Article 111 various general theorems are proved and the essential 
differences for the cubic between the case ρ = 3 m Η- ι and the case 
ρ = 3 m 4- 2 are made clear. In Article IV and Y some of the details 
of classification according to leading terms of invariants of the cubic, 
mod 5 and 7, are given; the tediousness of such a classification has 
made it seem unwise to publish it in more detail, but we illustrate the 
general theorems already proved, in the cases ρ — 5 and ρ — 7, and 
prove that there at least twelve independent invariants, mod 5. That 
it is almost certain that the number of members of a fundamental 
system varies with the prime, as in the case of seminvariants, will not 
escape the reader's notice. Article Y1 contains a generalization of a 
theorem of Hurwitz and some modular identities involving algebraic 
invariants of the binary cubic, quartic, and quintie, which are not 
without interest. 

I. 

As when a binary r/-ic form 

f — (α0, α,, ..., a,,) (.r, J')'' 's carried over into 

Ρ = (Λ0, Λ,, .... Λ
(/

) (Χ, Υ)'/ by the linear substitution 

ÇA) 

χ — ί X -h m Y 

j> = l'X + tn' Y, 

(*) If \VJ except the very special case which arises from taking /> = 3 

(DICKSON, ÎOC. cit., p. 4?.). 
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isobaric polynomial, invariant mod ρ under (ι) and (2), is an inva-
riant; and hence a polynomial invariant mod/) under (1) and (2) is 
whose determinant is supposed different from zero, a function 

l(a0,· · ·> α η) 

is called an (algebraic) invariant of f under all substitutions (A) 
when 

I (Λ,„ A7) = (///<' — l'm.)w !(«„, .a„), 

so 1 is called a formal modular invariant of /under ail substitutions 

x =/X + m Λ' 

r-/'X + m' V, 

/, /w, /', ///.', being integers reduced, modp, a prime, and lm' — I'm 
not divisible b\ /), if 

ι ( Λ ο, ..., Λ
(/

) ·:— (tm — l'm)w l(«
0
, a,,) (niocl/>). 

Every algebraic invariant is thus a formal modular invariant, but the 
converse is not true. In this paper only invariants which are polyno-
mials in their arguments are considered, and the word invariant is used 
to denote formal modular invariant. 

The transformations 

(') 
.r = X + V, 
y = Y ; 

(a) 
.* = Y, 
.r=-X; 

and 

(3) 
r — X, 

y—λ Y 

(λ being any integer ^o, mod/)) generate all binary modular substi-
tutions of determinant not divisible by />. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for the invariance of a polynomial I under (3) is that I be 
modularly isobaric, mod (/> — i), i. e. that the weights ση σ2, ..., σΛ 

of the terms be congruent, mod(/> — 1). Consequently a modularly 
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either an invariant or the sum of invariants, the separate invariants 
being obtainable by a simple separation according to the weight of 
the terms. It is thus convenient to speak of a polynomial invariant 
under (1) and (2) as an invariant, though it may not be an invariant 
111 the strict sense of that term, but the sum of two or more invariants. 
A polynomial invariant, mod p, under (1) is called a formal modular 
sctn invariant. Invariants and serninvariants are homogeneous or the 
sums of homogeneous serninvariants or invariants. 

We employ binomial coefficients 

CO· (0· -· (A) 

and it should be noticed that we confine ourselves rigidly to forms in Vs « 
which all of the binomial coefficients are incongrucnt to zero, mod p. 
All theorems are proved under this restriction, even when this fact is 
not explicitly stated. 

As an illustration consider 

/'— a vs 4- 3 b.v-y 4- 3 c.ry· 4- </r3. 

which is carried over into 

Frr ,\\3 4- 3 lt\âY 4-3C XV-4- I A:i 

and 
/'=«'Xs4-3 6'Xs\ 4-3C'\Y-4- </'Ya 

under (1) and (2) respectively, where 

(·') 

Λ — (7, 

Β - « 4- h, 
C = (i 4- 2 b -1- r, , 

Ό — a 4- 3 b 4- 3c 4-d, 
Κ — ( b'-— ac)d'· -1- ( />c- — c- t>)d — />v — <Λ 4- o 'c· 4- oldc: 

(*') 

a' — —d, 
b'-c. 

c' = — b, 
d' — — a. 
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is an invariant of the cubic, mod 5, for it is invariant, mod5, under 
(i) and (2). It is homogeneous and modularly isobaric, mod 4· 

For an invariant of degree i#and weights»», mod/?— 1, of the 
binary q— ic form the congruence iq — 2»>=o, mod/? —1, holds ('). 
It has been pointed out by Dickson that the (/?-+· 1) linear poly-
nomials a, at* 4- 3b/· + dct + d (/ = ο, ...,/? — 1) with coefficients 
reduced, mod/?, plav a fundamental rôle in the theory of the inva-
riants of the binary cubic. If in 

η3, (ξ + *η)3 (t — o, . .p—i) 
we set 

ξ3 — dy ξ,γ] = 6·, ξη8=6, Y}3= a, 

we have these (/? -t- 1) linear polynomials and a substitution of ξ -t- η 
for ξ and η for η in these is equivalent to (1'), while 

(■/) ζ=—·η, η=ξ, 

is equivalent to (a'). Thus the linear polynomials simply change their 
order under (T); under the substitution (2") 

γι3, (ξ + tn)3 (t = o, — 1), 
become 

ξ", 3 ( I = I, 2, —l). 

Since 
,»-1 
11(_ *»)==_1 (modp), 
t= 

by Wilson's theorem, 
p-1 

λ J £(rti3-t- 3 bl*-\- 3ei-t- d) 
1 =0 

is an invariant of the cubic. Similar reasoning leads us to the general 
theorem : 

(') GLENN, Amer. Journal of Math., vol. 37, 1915, p. 75. 

Journ. de Math., tome IV,— Fasc. II, 19a!). 2d 
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Tu κ OR ι·Μ I : 

αϋ[\ o0C> -Η ^ rij Ζ''-1 -Ε ... -h r/(/"| 

is a formal modular invariant, mod />, of the binary q — ic form 

aoxq + (q 1)a1xq-1 + + aqyq, 

where ρ and q are such that none of 

CO· (0 (q q-1) 
is divisible by />('). 

In like manner there follows at once 

THEOREM II : 

Κλ=Λ)ο(',_1, + 2 "ι''7' ~'~κ ·α·> ' (λ=ι,«, ...), 

are invariants of (α
0

, α
η
 ..., αΊ) (.r, y)q. Hurwitz proved this theorem 

by quite a different method for the case λ = ι, and Dickson (2) inde-
pendently discovered the invariant Κ,. The method due to Hurwitz 
could easily be applied to the general theorem, but not to the follo-
wing theorem, Avhose proof by the present method oilers no difficulty. 

THEOREM III : If ρ is odd and λ is an integer such that λ is an 

integer 

I . — +2 [ <7°/'/ -I" (î)n> r/~'~h·· ,~l~ a'' ' 

is a formal modular invariant o/'(<7
05

 a
ti
) ( x, y)'' * 

Theorem II is of course only a special case of Theorem III. 
Dickson has found a fundamental system of invariants of the binary 

(') lluKWiTZ, Archiv iter Mathematik und Physik, 3e série, vol. 5, ioo3. 
(

A
) DICKSON, loc. cit., p. l\(\ et set/. 
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quadratic, mod p, but no fundamental system lias been given for any 
form of higher order except the cubic in the special cases when 
/1 = 2 and ρ = 3 ('). 

IT. 

Other linear polynomials in a
n aq than those hitherto 

considered play their parts in the theory of formal modular invariants. 
These Dickson has expressed in the forms 

at 4- />, a(ti — k) -i- a ht 4- c, a(t3—3 kt — /) 4- $b{t- — /,) 4-3ef 4-cf 

{t>j, /»=0, i, ..ρ — ι), 

for the purpose of developing the theory of seminvariants and inva-
riants of linear, quadratic and cubic binary forms. There is another 
method dealing with these linear polynomials which for certain pur-
poses oilers considerable advantages. For not only is there a one-to-
one correspondence between the polynomials 

rto/'Z-t- ''/_1 "*"· · ,"+~ a1 ant* + (f = o, ...,/>—i) 

obtained by an interchange of «,· and but there is a like corres-
pondence between the polynomials a(l- — k) -h nbt-h c and the qua-
dratics -h 2J*xy 4- 3 obtained by selling χ2 = c, xy = 6, y- — a> 

and between 
α (ί'Λ—ο kt — j) 4- 3 h(t% — k) 4- 3et 4- d 

and 
.i·3 4- ο u x- y 4- 3 r uy'x 4- ιι»^3 

obtained by setting x* — d, χ8 ν = c, xy- — b, γ* — α
%
 /·, s, M, c, ιν 

ranging over the values from ο to /> — ι in such a way as to repre-
sent all non-congruent quadratics and cubics of the forms χ- 4- ... 
and x* 4- .... 

As above, a substitution (i) on one of the forms generates a substi-
tution (V) on the corresponding linear polynomial, and substitu-
tion (2), a substitution (2'). (1) and (2) generate all modular binary 
substitutions of determinant unity; if we call two linear polynomials 

(
L

) GLKNN, Transactions Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 19, 1918, p. 117. 
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equivalent when and only when one of them passes into a multiple of 
the other by a binary linear modular substitution of determinant 
congruent to unity, mod ρ, the questions of equivalence of two linear 
polynomials and of the equivalence of the forms are identical. 

Following Dickson we call the set of all forms equivalent to a given 
one a genus; we use the same term for the set of all linear polynomials 
equivalent to a given one. Now Dickson (') has proved that all qua-
dratics, irreducible, mod />, form a genus; in fact, if Φ,, Φ2, ..., Φ„ be 
all the quadratics, irreducible mod p, the product Φ,, Φ

2
, ..., Φ

η
ΐ8 

carried into itself by any modular binary linear substitution of unit 
determinant. Let Ψ,,Ψ2,..., ΜΓ

η
 bet he linear polynomials correspon-

ding to Φ,,Φ2, ...,ΦΜ; then Ψ,,Ψ3, is an invariant as it is inva-
riant under the substitutions induced by (1), (2) and (3). It is in fact 
exactly the invariant : 

r = n7* 

(k ranging over the quadratic non-residues ofp) forming a member of 
Dickson's fundamental system of invariants of the quadratic, where 

y a· — (/s— k) -\-ibt-\r c. 

The cubic forms, irreducible mod ρ (j> > 3), form two genera, 
each of which includes exactly one half of the irreducible forms; 

calling the forms of a genus Φ,, Φ2, ..., Φ/„_/,, the product | | Φ, is 

carried into itself. We have therefore the 

THEOREM : The product o f the § linear polynomials corres-

ponding to a genus of irreducible cubic forms ,e3 -h ... is an inva-
riant, mod p, of the binary cubic; there are two such incariants, 

each of the forms d 6 ■+- ... (2 ) ' 

(l) Transactions Amer. Math. Soc.
t
 vol. 12, 1911. 

(*) The theorem of p. Madison Colloquium Lectures is equivalent to the 

theorem : the product of the -—^— linear polynomials corresponding to all 
cubics, irreducible mod />, is an invariant. Our theorem then states that the 

invariant, is always the product of two invariants, each of degree - p3-p 6 
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Theorems of a like character for quarlics, quintics, sextics and 
septimics, mod /), follow immediately from the facts regarding genera 
of irreducible forms of these orders given in Dickson's paper. 

Not only is the product of the linear forms of a genus an invariant 
but the sum of their λ (ρ — ι ) lh powers (λ — ι, 2, ...) are invariants 
since ψΑ. is transformed into m ψ, (say) and hence is transformed 
into ψ/(/'~ nj mod p, since Μλί/,-η= i, mod ρ, by Fermat's theorem. 
Also the sum of the products of the λ (ρ— ι) th powers of the ψ* 
taken two, three, ... at a time are invariants. (Some of them may of 
course be== 0, mod p.) 

An example will make clearer the above theorems and the paralle-
lism between irreducible forms and linear polynomials. The single 
genus of quadratics, irreducible mod 5, consists of the following ten 
forms : 

(a) a>2-ί-ay2, (a) u2-τ- 3 y2. 

( b ) >r2 -4- a χ y 4- 3 y2, ( β ) .r2
 4- 2 χ y 4- 4 y2. 

(c) .r2H-4.ry -h/2, (y) <r2H- $xy -h 2 y2, 

(d) >r
2

4- .ry4-y
2
, (0) .r2

 4- xy 4-ay2. 

(e) a>2-h 3.ry 4- 3y2, (ε ) ,f2
 4- 3.ty 4- 4y5> 

Under substitution (U these are carried into each other in the 
order (α), (/>), (e), {(I), (<'), (a), ... and (α), (β), (γ), (ο), (ε), (a), ... ; 
under substitution {2) (a) and (a) are equivalent, — The corres-
ponding linear polynomials are : 

(a) a«4-r, (a) 3«4-c. 
( b ) 3 a 4- a b 4- e, ( β ) 4 η 4- a b 4~ c, 

(c) α 4- 4 b 4- t\ (y) a α 4- 4 b -+- t\ 

(d) u4- &4-e, {à) au 4-· b 4-1\ 

(e) 3 u 4- 3 6 -l·- r, (ε) 4 λ 4- 3 /> 4- c 

and their product, the sum of their fourth, eighth, ... powers and the 
sums of the products of these latter taken two, three, ..., nine at a 
time are invariants. 

A remarkable consequence of the present method is the theorem : 
Every form (nr

0
, an (a·,/)-7' of even order has an invariant 

0/ the form a.,,2 4-
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Lei us first prove this theorem for the quartic 

α.ιΛ 4- 4 Λ.γ3 ν 4- 6<\rs y2 4- 4d.vy* 4- c vv ( mod Γ> ). 

Squaring the ten irreducible quadratics above we have ten quar-
tics,Φ,» Φο, andtheproduct(I>,4>

;!
...<I>|0 is invariant under (1 ) 

and (2). Lorming Ψ
η
 ψ

2
, ..., Ψ,„ by making the substitution 

x4— .ί·3)· — d. jA — a, 

we sec that Ψ, ... Ψ,
0 is an invariant c10 4- — 

Similarly if we raise to the ρ — i,h power the --.-.i.'. quadratics 

irreducible mod/>, and make in each of the 2« — ic forms so obtained 
the substitution 

iv-" = a s„, vin~\y — ···, γ-"-α
ϋ

. 

the product of the linear polynomials so obtained an invariant 

n.J Η- p2-p + 

If we arrange a seminvariant according· to the descending powers 
of the most advanced letter, the lirst term is called the leading teem 
of the seminvariant, and the coefficient of the most advanced letter in 
the leading term is called its leader. Lx. gr. d'd* is the leading term of 

1) — a*d-— ft a bed 4- 4 b3 d 4- 4
 ac:i

— $ 6 s ο* 

and a- is the leader of 0. 
If the leading term of a seminvariant, mod/), ist/*,,, λ must be a 

multiple of/), u.p say (M. If the seminvariant is an invariant, mod/), 
/V/— aw - :o, inod(/) — 1), viz. 2/).u.p — \/)ap = o, mod(/) — 1) 
whence p.:. o, mod gcd (/) — ι, ·±/ι) where gcd (/> — 1, '+/*) is the 
greatest common divisor of ρ — ι, 2//. Lf(/> — 1) is prime to η the 
invariant of the 2« — ic whose existence has just been proved has the 
lowest degree of all invariants whose leaders are constants, and no 
invariant of such a form with respect to such a modulus differs essen-
tially from a power of this invariant. 

(L) WILLIAMS, Transactions Amer. Math. Soc.
s
 vol, 22, 1921, P. GI. 
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III. 

If I is an invariant, mod/>, of a form f — (u
0

, «,, ..., )')'* 
and A'" is the »»»,u iteration of the Aronhold operator 

Λ ... <f{, . -F- α, -, 4 · .. -F a,. j— > 0 ΰα„ 1 ()al ' oat, 

A'" I is also an invariant of/\which may be^ ο, mod/> ) {1 ). Applying 
this theorem to the discriminant 

D — </> — 6abed + /» b* d 4 ac* — 3 6s es 

of the binary cubic form we see that this form has invariants whose 
leading terms are a-dt'^i and (rd-ir. None of these three invariants is 
a polynomial with integral coefficients in the other two. If trdr is the 
leading term of an invariant of the cubic, using the notation of 
Article I, q = 3, i — r 4 2, w ΞΞ^ 3/·, mod(/» — 1 ), whence 3/*■+·():.. -tir, 
mod{p~~ 1). If ρ — ι is not divisible by 3, /*-22, mod(/> — 1); if ρ 

is of the form 3/// 4- 1. γξ= -i, mod—τ—· We shall show later how 

actually to construct an invariant of the cubic, modo, for every value 
of /*==2, mod i, and an invariant of the cubic, inod7, for every 
value of /τ : 2, mod2^= for which seminvariants exist. 

Suppose thai dl is the leading term of an invariant, mod/»; then 
3X:—6λ, mod(/> — ι V If ρ is of the form 3//* 4 2, λ must be a mul-
tiple of ρ — ι ; if ρ is of the form 3 m -h 1, λ must be a multiple of ̂  ~' < 

But λ must also be a multiple of />, for is ds4... is a seminvariant, 
mod/», of the binary cubic, s must be divisible by ρ (~). λ must then 
be a multiple of /»(/» — 1) when /> is of the form 3/»» 4 2, and a 
multiple —^ when /» is of the form 3m 4 1. If for /» = 3m 4 2 

there exists an invariant, mod/», led by dp ̂ {\ then no invariant led by 
any power of d is essentially different from a power of this invariant, 

and if for ρ = 3m 4-1 an invariant, mod/», led by d p(p-i)3 exists, no 

{X) GLKNX, Hulletin Amer Math. Soc.> vol. 21, 1910, p. 170. 

(S) WILLIAMS, toc. cit.. p. 69. 
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invariant, mod^>, led by a power of d is essentially different from a 
power of this invariant ('). We proceed to show that these invariants 
exist for vaines of /> > 3. There is 110 loss in generality by making the 
proofs for the simple cases ρ — 5, and ρ = 7. 

1. If = 5, consider the polynomials 

a,a/.s4- oct 4- (/ (/ = 0, —ι = .'ι). 
viz. 

(7, d, 1\= α -+- 3 b 4- 3<· 4- d, 
Ρ 3 — 3 a + 3 b 4- e 4· d j 

P3rz: a a 4- a b 4- c 4- d, 
P4 =a 4- 3 b 4- a c 4- d. 

Under transformation (1) we have the substitution 

a d 1\ 1\ P, \\-

a l\ Pa P3 l\ d_ 
and under (2) 

Γ « <i l\ 1% P8 1\ 1 , L—d " (-5)M'S (-3)»P, (-i)1!·,. r)' 

Consider the sum 

(rfPlP,P3PUi+("P.^»>
3^)1 + («PiP5l>^Ov+(«P3»\^>.)v 

4-(«L\DP
1
P

A
)I 4-(«<Π\Ρ

2
Ρ

;(
)\ 

each term containing all of a, </, P,, P
a)
 P

3
, P, except a, d, P

(
, P

2
, 

P
3

, P,, respectively. Since under (1) and (2) 

a* 4- </14- P} 4- Pj; 4- Ρ J 4- PJ and ad Ρ, Ρ, P
3
 Pv 

are invariant, then the sum under consideration is also invariant and 
we have the 

(l) Two invariants I, and Is whose leading terms'are Sitf*1 and respec-
tively, are not essentially different if λ, = λ

3 and there exists a constant 
kψέ ο, mod/>, such that Â S, ̂ S

s>
 mod/>; Â1, —1

3
= an invariant l

5
rr S

3
d\4-.. 

λ3 being < λ,. 

(*) ( ρ' ) where 0 is the integer between ο and />, which is Ξ - , mod />, 
by Article I. 
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THEOREM : 

[d\\ ... IV.Υ'' + 2 «,>-Ί«'*-+- 3&/>4-3r* + dy~x 

x [a(t+i)*+Sb{t+i)t+$c{t + i)-*-d]i,-x 

X [a(t 4- ρ — i)S4- 3Δ(/4- ρ— ι) 4- 3c(t-\-p — «) 4- d]''-\ 

is an invariant of the binary cubic form 

a x* 4- 3 bv·* r 4- 3 twy* 4- dy1 ; 

ist leading term is dp(l*~^ and, if ρ is of the form 3 m 4-2, no inva-
riant

 ) modp, whose leading term is a power of d is essentially 
different from a power of this invariant. 

"Î. Up — 1 is divisible by 3, since (— **) * ΞΞΞ 1, mod//, for 1 = 1,..., 

ρ — ι, we have the 

THEOREM : 

[d\\... iv.]"~ +2 ["'s+ 3c'+· · * 

χ | α (ι 4- ρ — i)s4- 3 b(t — ι)* 4- 3e(/ 4-/» — 1) 4- rf] * 

is an invariant of 

a x* 4- 3 Ox* y 4- 3 c ,e>*s 4- dy* (mod />), 
Pit1-" 

\v//e// // 0/ the form 3 m 4-1; iVs leading term isd 3 , a/u/ /<0 
invariant, //ox//>, whose leading term is a power of d is essentially 
different Jrom a power of this invariant. 

The invariants of the last two theorems are sums of (ρ — ι) terms 
and it is very easy to see what the leading terms are. Invariants more 
complicated in type are made up by forming the sum of all the pro-
ducts q(i = <l = p — 2) at a time of <ιλ</λ, 

P* = (a 4- 3£ 4- 3c4· d)\ 
Pi — (as.« 4- 3.as/i 4- S.ac4- df~, 

P]L, - (/> — 1 4- 3/» — 1 b 4- 3y» — 1 e 4- d )h 
Jottrn. de Math., tome IV. — Ease. II, 1903, 24 
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w here P
f
 = at* 4- 3 /*/s4- 3rt 4- d and λ is a multiple of ρ — ι if is of 

the form 3/« + 2 and a multiple of^^ if ρ is of the form 3w + i. 

Each term of the sum is of the form 

«VMS',. ·. ·'!*_, «'· «''λ·..!·;,., O.· dM'î
t

...rî,_, or P^. 

Under transformation (1) each term has a unique first, second, ... 
successor and its ρ th successor is itself, whence it is evident that the 
sum is formed by adding CJ·1 [the number of combinations of (p 4-1) 
things taken q at a time] seminvariants and is itself a seminvariant. 
Under transformation (2) each term is carried into a term of the sum 
and if Λ is carried into Β, Β is carried into A. [ In fact if Λ = Ρ,';,..., P^, 
Β = Ρ*,..., Ρ* . where l(r~p — ι, mod ρ (ί = ι, 2, ..., </)]. llence 
the sum is an invariant since it is invariant under (1) and (2) and we 
have the 

ΤHKOKK.M : The sums of the products taken q at a time (2 <q<p — -2) 
of a\ Ρλ (at* 4- 3 ht* 4- 3<7 4- d)l(t = 1, — 1) are invariants, 
mod ρ

 y 0/ the binary cubic form, λ being a multiple of ρ — ι if pis 

of (he form 3 m 4- 2, and a multiple of -~j- if ρ is of the form 

3»I + I. 

In like manner may be proved the 

THEOREM : The sum o f all the terms o f the type al'd'"', a""dn, 
fl'xPw\ ...(/=i.2, .. .\m = 1. 2, ...) is an invariant: likewise the 
sum of all the terms o f the type ar' d""Ρ"λ is an invariant. 

The sum of the following is an invariant, mod 5, of the last type : 

(t) <PP* (1) <PPf (a) </*P| (3) rf>P* (4) ίΑΡί (5) tl· a* 
(a) <i*P* (6) P\<P (1a) V\V* (ι) Ρ}Ρ· (5) P}P| (9) PJ „· 
(3) <PP| («ο) PJPÏ (to) P^Pt (S) (i6) (S) Ρ* as 

(4) «VP; (II) PI PS (7^ PJ* P4)PSPÎ 04) PJPÎ (7)
P
I«

S 

(5) (1a) PJPS (t3)P]P» (i5)P*P| (9) Ρ * RF* (6) P* «
S 

The sum of each group of live is a seminvariant, and the terms 
marked (i) are carried into each other by substitution (2), those 
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marked (2) carried into each other by the same substitution, etc., 
(11) and (16) being carried into themselves. 

It is easy to prove that every formal modular seminvariant(invariant) 
of the covariants 

( b* — ac)xi-\~ ( be — od)jey -+- (c8 — bd)ji
y 

(a-d — 3 a be -f- a +· (<ibd — a«es 4- 68e).<?9 >' 
-I- (— aed -h ib*d — be* ).n,s 4- (— ad* 4- 3 bed — 2e5)/a 

is a formal modular seminvariant (invariant) of the cubic. 

IV. 

In this article the preceding general theorems are applied to the 
case of the binary cubic, mod 5, and an attempt to classify its inva-
riants is made, though a fundamental system is not determined. 

Since ρ — ι is not divisible by 3 for ρ = 5, the exponent q of any 
invariant d* -κ .. is divisible by 20; there exist invariants with the 
leader d** e. g. 

M — d>> P\ PI ρ» P\ 4- «v P|P»P\P\ 
4-«vl\tP*P}<P 
H-^PJPXP; 

4- «MM </v ΡΪΡί 
4-nvdv P\P\ !>»(*). 

There then exists an invariant G?aoX-+- ... for λ = 1, 2, ... and any 
invariant whose learding term is a power of does not differ essen-
tially from a power of M. 

Every invariant led by a is of the form «<£20{W"5-h... (p. — ο, 1, 
2, ...) for seminvariants whose leader is a have as leading terms a, 
ad*, at/10, ... and the only ones of these which satisfy the condi-
tion iq — 2rt' = o, mod 4, are of the form βΡομ+δ. There exists such an 

(l) Since q =P(P~ 0 when /> = 5, M and the products of the members 
of the two genera of linear polynomials corresponding to the two genera of 
irreducible cubics have the same leading term when £> = 5. For another form 
of expressing these invariants i\ Dickson : /oc. cif., page 5o. 
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invariant for every value of p., viz (« δ
00

)Μμ, where as above 
4 

«N=nce4,+^ct+ d). 
/ = 0 

It is easy to derive from the relation iq — 2«! = o, mod 4, that if 
the leading term of an invariant is of the form ord1, q ξ=2, mod 4· 

An invariant exists for every value of q satisfying this condition. 
When q — 2 it is the algebraic invariant : 

D = aa -+■ ( 4 6» — 6 abc) d 4- a 65 c5 — ac* ; 

for = G, it is 

D, = a*rf6 4- ( a 6s 4- a abc ) </5 4- o* d* 4- ( a a5 be 4- b" 4- a tf 6cs 4- a ab* c) d 
4- a a5 e3 4- ae* 4- 2 66 cs 4- a 6s c6, 

obtained bv operating on D with the Aronhold operator 

. à .. d . d r ΰ d« d6 de da 

when q === io it is (a£
00

)*. 
Those whose leaders are «*</'4 and d-d18 arise in a more complicated 

way. Consider the linear factors of 
4 

Vi = — 0 + 2bt 4- c] 
t—V 

and of 
4 

*o« = JX[e,(<,~3-î»0-i-36(<i-a)4-3e£4-rf] ('), 
f = Ο 

viz· 
A = 4« 4- e, « — 4 6 4- </> 
Β — a 6 4- c, ο — a b 4- 3 c 4- d. 

G — 3 α 4- 4 6 4- e, Ε — a 4- 64- c 4- d, 
D — ο α 4" b 4- c, s — a 4- b 4- 4 c 4- î/> 

β = 3 b 4- c, y = a 6 4- ae 4- d. 

(l) is an invariant as will be noticed later; there is a misprint in (5i), 
p. 5o of Madison Colloquium Lectures where it is referred to as y{ d^. 
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Transformation (i) induces a circular substitution on the constituents 
of each set. If A<—>B means A is carried into Β and Β is carried 
into A under substitution (2), we have 

A3 a3, 
Β» λ—-ν — Β3, 

C3 *-.v — y3, 

I)3 λ--> - Ô3, 
E3 ε3. 

Then the sum of 

A3 a* B3D'/ — ô3E? a3A'' — y3 ε» (3s C 
Β3 <5'/ G3 3'/ —Ε3 ε'/ <53Β'/ —- a3 yi A 3D'/ 

C3E'/ D3A'/ — ε3 y'' E3C'' — ô3 a'/ Β3β'/ 

D3 î'i β*Β'/ — y3«'' ε3!)'/ — Ε3 à'i C3A'' 

β3 y'/ A3 C'> — a3 ô'/ y3 β'' — ε3 Ε'/ D3 Β'/ 

is an invariant when q — 2, (i, ίο, When y = 2, the sum of the 
first three groups is an invariant which is congruent, mod 5, to a 
multiple of D. The leading terms for q — 6, 10, ... are 

α3ί/ή, α3(/ι°, «3d18, .... 
Of these 

D.==a3rf»* + ... 
ana 

D3 = a3rf»8 + ..., 

are not polynomials with integral coefficients in the invariants pre-
viously mentioned in this section. But any invariant whose leader 
is ctr is not essentially different from one of D, D,, (αδ

09
)2, D^, D

3
, 

or one of these multiplied by a powér of M. 
Invariants led by a3 must have as leading terms α3^3, a3d\ a3dli,... 

in order that the relation 3q=~2w, mod 4, shall be satisfied. But no 
invariant with the leading term a3dz can exist, as under substitu-
tion (2) azd* is carried into — a* d*. Since 

aôo0D = azd~ -κ . 
aôo0Dt = «3du + ..., 
(a6QOy=a3dli-\-.. 

rtô00I)j = û3Î)?19 + .. 
rtô00D3 = a3rf3î4-... 
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and multiplication of these by the proper power of M gives any other 
possible leading term a^d*^*, we see that any invariants led by a3 are 
essentially equal to a polynomial in «§0„» D, D,, D2, D;, and M. 

Consideration of invariants led by higher powers of λ leads us to the 

Tiikoukm : Any invariant led by a power of a has the same leading 
term as a product of powers of some or all of I), Dn Γ)2, D:l, 
αδ

00
 and l\l. 

4 
Κ = K, = $bt* + 3ct (ty 

t —0 
= (b3 — nc)d- 4- ( be· — a3b)d — fd — <Λ 4- a3c3 4- atdv (mod 5), 

i 
Ka — «8 -i- ( at3 4- 3 l>(--i- 3 ct 4- df 

I — 0 
~ ( ft* — ac ) et6 4- ( 3 be3 -t- i <i3b)d:i -\- (·». te' c t- \x rte' 4- td ) d3 

4- ( '.x (t·3 b* — ed b 4- 3 tec3 4- />c>R ) d 

4- (d c3 4- «*(/' 4- 3 b* 4- 3es 4- 3 rts b3 c 4- 3 aidc;i 4- ab" c, 

4 
K

3
— m124- NT («ί;,4- obt--{- ovt 4- dy-

t — D 

= ( td — rte ) rt"° 4- ( 3 rt;ic 4- ·'» b* · i- 3 tw" ) (/" 

4- (3rtrt/>4- bsc3-)- a/a,e4- .'|rt4/>;i)</R-(- (/>,04- -irt;ies)(/a 

4- ( 3 rtfi 65 4- ·». Id c1' 4- be1" — rt'° b ) d 4- e18 4- <i3 el° 4- rt'° c3 

4- \ a Id c5 4- 1 rts Id c -i- \ (d e°' -h <ë b3 ce -4 abu c, 

are invariants led by A — b* — ac, and it is apparent that every 
invariant led by A has the same leader as one of these or its product 
by a power of M, for from the relation 3<y^2(v, mod the possible 
leading terms are Ad*, Ad6, Ad**, Ad*\ Δ</'% Δ(/ΐ2,. ... 

Now from Κ, K>, K,, and M we can make up invariants having the 
same leaders as Ad^ when </^2, 6, 10, mod20; 110 invariant Δ^ν with 
the leading term Ad'1 for 18, mod20, can exist, for not even 
such seminvariants exist, as may be seen from the fact that such 
seminvariants cannot be made up from the members of a fundamental 
system of seminvariants, mod5, given on page 02 of Madison Collo-
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quium Lectures ('), or from the theorem of Article Y1I of the present 
writer's dissertation (9). In fact, any invariant led by any power of Δ 
does not differ essentially from a product of powers of some or all of 
these four invariants, so long as the degree of the leader does not 
exceed the degree of d in the leading term. 

When the leading term is η λ the relation 3 <y ~ 2<r, mod 4» gives as 
leading terms of possible invariants'αΔί/% ald\— If an invariant 
with aid3 as its leading term exists, it will be easy to form from it and 
the invariants already mentioned an invariant with the same leading 
term as any invariant in this list. Such an invariant G, does in fact 
exist and is 3(λο00— G) where G — ad5 — a'°d — 3(bc°—br,c) (:i); 
it may be obtained independently by operating on 3K with ihe 
operator : 

Β = (a^d — S abc -h a 63) ~—h (abd — iac- 4- b'2c ) — 

4- ( aed o.b-d — be- ) ~—l- (— ad14- 3 bed — 2 cs) -r-, · 

À detailed discussion of the invariants of the binary cubic, mod 5, 
from the present point of view would be too tedious for publication, 
especially as these methods have not led to a determination of a funda-
mental system, mod 5. The only other independent invariants known 
to me are 

4 
y,oos= 0+2 bt 4- c] 0 + a) 4- 3ct 4- tf] 

/ = o 

mentioned in Article IV, and the invariant 

q=h>·; 
k 

(' ) Loc. cit. 
(·) Loc. cit. 
(3) Madison Coll. Lecl., page oo : That this is an invariant is easily verified ; 

it may be obtained by writing a'— a>\ b' = b'', c' cl\ d' = d>' in the joint 
invariant 

ad' — a'd—3 {be'— b'c) 

of the two cubics (a, b, c, d){oc, y)s and (a7. 6', c', d')(.v, y)z, whereto = 5, 
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(A ranging over the quadratic non-residues of ;>) where 

Vf. — ( b* — ac ) ( t* — A|) 4- ( be — ad) t 4- cs — bd. 

This is an invariant of the cubic, for it is an invariant of the covariant 

( fr — ac ) .r* 4- ( be — ad) .cy -\~ ( c3 — bd)y-. 

The leading term of this last invariant is 

(b'—a'byd^. 

We have seen that even in the very simple case ρ = 5 the cubic has 
at least twelve independent invariants, c?ort0, G,, K, K

2
, K

s
, D, Dn 

D2, D3γ> δ
02

, M and Q. A brief treatment of the invariants of the 
same form when ρ — η will bring outsome striking differences between 
the cases when ρ is of the form 3 m η- i and of the form 3 m 4- 2. 

V. 

From the point of view of classification by leaders there are marked 
contrasts between the invariants of the cubic for/> = 5 and ρ = η. 
Just as when ρ — 5, the invariant of lowest degree whose leader is a 
is αδ

00
, which is now 

6 

a J J ( <?/' 4- 3 bt~ 4- ^ et 4- d) ξιξ ad' 4-..., 
1 = 0 

but the condition iq — 2\v = 0, mod (ρ — ι), imposes 110 more 
stringent conditions on an invariant a* dxthan that λ ξ : ο, 
mods. We have in fact the algebraic invariant D, and the formal 
modular invariant 

β 
Κ ξ rtG4-^ (α/3 4- 3/>/3 4- 3 c* -h dy\ 

t -- 0 

which has as its leader a numerical multiple of «2. Indeed 

— Κ =— Κ, = a*d^4- (A54- zabc)d3-\- 3(/>3ca 4- ac3)d*4-a4 d2 
4- ( 3 bcx — 3 be 4- 3 a~ />3) d 4- b* 4- 4- 3abx c 4- 3 a- b-ca 4- a3c3. 
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There is no invariant with leading term a'-d6 nor indeed with lea-
ding term ardir*"'*> rts<iar+e, for no such seminvariants exist ('). By 
operating with the Aronhold operator on D and Κ we obtain : 

P,= rtViP-l·- ( a 6s -ι- 4abe)d"-\- {!\a~ be 4- [\ab~c 4- 4etbc' 4- G &'')</ 
4- a />s c- 4- a b' cs 4- 3 7 c:i -i- a , 

Ks— -h ( 6 4- $abc)d* -η ( 5 b* c· -h 5 ac* 4- \a')d* 
-h ((> bc,v 4- 4 Λ3 -1- 6o2 //s) (/· 4 «8d' 
-h ( 4 "7 be 4- « />'·' 4- 4 a b~ c 4- 4 ^ ̂ '7 ) r/3 

-h ( () «7 c>:! 4- a10 4- 5 />s e- -I- 5 //- cs 4- 4 Λ(->9 ) d* 
4- ( 5 «'·' be 4- ·> rts Λ3 4- (i b~ cv 4- 4 fl3 c -+- 4 a~ t}) +" 4 be7 4- 3 /x.,lu ) f/ 
4- Grt7/>vc -V- Γ>α8/>2ι:2 4- GrtV3 4- 5/>1s4- 5olî 4- 3abHc 
4- 5«'- />se2 4- 6î76;c7 4- 3 a- b- es -f6a3c9. 

An invariant whose leading term is a2rfM is («δ
Μ0

)2. 
All invariants led by a constant are essentially the same as powers of 

M — ( d 1 », 1», \\ I*, I ». I»,-. )- -ι- («<71\ 1\ V, 1 \ I »3 )s 

-+-(ril>,Psrîl>AM,
e)

â4-(rt</l>
âlM\PsP

l
,)s 

4-(«r/PlP,P,PaP.)2 -η (rt'/P,P,P*P,.P
fi
)s 

4- (ad\\Ρ,ΐν,Ρ,Ρ,·.)2 -+- MP. IVVVM* 
= d1 ' 4-.... 

Now multiplying D, D, 1C, lv, and («o00)" by the proper powers 
of \I we obtain invariants with the same leading term as those of all 
invariants led by as can he easily verified. 

These invariants do not, however, complete the fundamental system 
so far as invariants led by a power of a are concerned, for by operating 
with Β we obtain 

I. — tdd* 4- . . . 

an invariant obviously independent of them. 

VI. 

* A. llurwitz in his original paper on the so-called formal modular 
invariants cited above discussed the invariant, mod p(p^>'i) of the 

(') WILLIAMS, he. cit.y p. 74. 

Jour», de Math., tome IV. — Faso. II. 1920. '-i » 
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binary quadratic a.r -b ί/kvy + try2, 

/.-ι 

Ιν — Κ( =— (ai2-t- a&/ -+· c)/,_1 

t = 0 

p - 1 
and proved it congruent, modyi, to (//-— ac) - . Assuming the 
theorem (,N) that every absolutely isobaric formal modular invariant 
is congruent, mod to a rational integral algebraic invariant, the 
truth of Ilurwilz's identity is obvious, for this invariant is absolutely 
isobaric, and as Δ = />a — ac is the only algebraic invariant of the 
binary quadratic, Ivniust be a constant mullipleof a power of Λ. The 

power must be the f-~- th and the constant multiplier is i, since 

/'-i 

^ (·.>. ( mod />). 
t - : Ο 

One generalization is that 

— "o ('i ) f/l /f/ ■·' p-1+<'« 

is an invariant of the binary η — fc form 

<h> v -t- f ̂  )
rt 1 ,rV

 "
1
 y
+a,

t -
y,r

 '■ 

to this we bave called attention in Article I. 
We call attention to an interesting generalisation of another kind, 

viz, if/) is a prime such that —— is an integer, the invariant 

-.!(/' — ι » ·.»(/»-i; 

— " —2 Κ'7-*-· · '+ "'/) '' 

I =0 

(V) Miss Olive C. llazletl writes that she announced the proof of this impor-
tant and difficult theorem at the December, 192/1, meeting of the American 
Math. Soc. The theorem is true, if and only if μ > ι. 
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is algebraic. The proof that this is an invariant is given in Article II 
supra. It is of weight ρ — ι, for if we ascribe to t the weight ι every 

2(p-1) 
term in the expansion of (a

0
/v-h ... -+- aq

) 7 is of weights/»—2. 
Now the invariant is simply the coefficient of tp~1 in this expansion 
and is therefore of weight ρ— ι throughout. The theorem of Hurwilz 
is the special case of the theorem when q = 2. 

The special case <y = 3 gives as simple a result as q = 2, provided ρ 
is of the form 3m 4-1. For the only algebraic invariant of the binary 
cubic 

α.νΛ 4 3 ίκν- ν 4 3cay - -1- dy* 
IS 

I) = aidi]— G a bed 4 4 b*d 4 4 «c3 — 3 b3c· 

and hence when ρ is of the form 3 m 4-1 

^αΙΛ-\r 3 [>(2-j- 3ei + d) 3 1 j h " (mod/») ('); 

in particular, when ρ — - , 
tî 

— a'—(«£s4 3 Λί- 4 3c/ 4- dy Π (mod-), 
t ·-: 0 

which may easily be verified directly. 
When (f > 3 the results are less simple, for there are always two or 

more algebraic invariants. The quarlic has two algebraic invariants 

I - χ ae — 4 bd -1- 3 c-, 

,1 = ( ac — b* ) c 4 2 bed — ad* — r3. 

Putting /> -- 5, 7, and 11 we have 
4 

— a* —(<?/'" 4 4 bp 4 6cl% 4 4 dt 4 c)s 3= a 1 ( mod à ), 
t = 0 

£ 

— a* —4 4 4 GciJ 4 4 dt + e)3 ̂  J ( mod 7 ) 
/=5 0 

(') hor direct verification of this result, see inv paper, Fundamental Systems 
oj f orma/ Modular Protomorphs of Binary Forms, soon to appear in the 
Transactions of the Amer. Math. Soc. 
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"and 
10 

— (r' —^ ( ai'' 4- 4 bf* -F- 6ct! 4- 4 dt -I- t')"' ξη 4 IJ ( mod 11). 
'=0 

These results are evident without any calculation since no other 
combinations of I and J of the proper decree are possible, and the 
constant multiplier is obtained by a comparison of the terms contai-
ning c alone. 

For the quinlic 

10 
— a' — ̂  (at:{ 4- 5 bt'* 4- ioc7:t 4- \ο<Ιίλ-\- -ici 4-/)

v
= til· ( mod 11), 

t -0 

where 

1·, — — \oabcf -\- \acdf 4- 16 we2.— 1 wad-c 4- 16 b-i/ f -\- <)6'-e2 

— 1 ibc2f — j(Sbcde 4- '\Sbd:t-+- 4Se:ie — 3seV2. 


